
When visitors stand in specific spot in the museum, this exhibit plays an audio  
recording of a poem. The poems are read by the poets themselves. On the ceiling, 
a speaker uses technology that shoots audio in the shape of a beam, which seems 
to make the reader’s voice feel as if it’s surrounding the visitor. 

Stephanie Barber

ABOUT THIS READING:
This poet emphasizes the breath in their performance of this poem. Spoken, the 
poem becomes a collection of vowels, each one expanded, drawn out, filled to its 
limit with air. 

And You Just Stood There
And, yeah, you just stood there. You stood there and watched as all the  
water and all the sounds and all of the air, perverse against your arms, your 
face, your inscrutable hands, ever placing their green wrappers, their braided 
mats, their diplomatic desire on top of decaying, inclement species.

I

Amelia Gray

ABOUT THIS READING:
This poet begins by speaking slowly, but then proceeds breathlessly, without  
pausing, which gives a feeling of flight. At the end of the poem, it feels as if the 
speaker stops to look you dead in the eye before saying the final lines.

For Larry
FOR LARRY WALTERS, WHO DREAMED SINCE HE WAS A 
CHILD OF USING BALLOONS TO FLY; WHO IN 1982 SPEND 
FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS OF HIS TRUCK-DRIVING  
DELIVERYMAN SALARY TO BUY SUPPLIES, INCLUDING ONE 
LAWN CHAIR, FORTY-TWO BALLOONS, AND A HELIUM 
TANK, WHICH HE USED TO INFLATE THE BALLOONS,  
ARRANGING THEM IN A RING AROUND THE LAWN CHAIR, 
A STURDY ALUMINUM TYPE FROM SEARS, IN WHICH HE 
LAUNCHED HIMSELF ALONG WITH HIS PELLET GUN AND 
WATER JUGS A THOUSAND FEET A MINUTE INTO THE  
CALIFORNIA SKY, WITH THE GOAL OF CLEARING THE 
SAN GABRIEL MOUNTAINS TO REACH THE MOJAVE; WHO 
AGAINST ALL ODDS FLEW, FROM A BACKYARD IN SAN  
PEDRO TO LONG BEACH, AN IMPERFECT MAN ON AN  
IMPERFECT FLIGHT PATH, WHO BROUGHT HIS CAMERA 
BUT DIDN’T USE IT; WHO, UPON HIS ARREST BY THE LONG 
BEACH POLICE, WAS QUOTED AS SAYING A MAN CAN’T JUST 
SIT AROUND…..
FUCK YES LARRY YOU DID IT BABY



Kate Greenstreet

ABOUT THIS READING:
This speaker has a slow, raspy style that makes the words feel distant, as if by 
speaking they are sanding away layers of paint to uncover the images they describe.

03878
What if part of you stayed here? In town. On Earth. Your old room.

Francine, but her real name is Kim. I don’t know, she has four or five names.

I keep seeing the town. Not the town, exactly. The street. A building. A man 
sits on a ledge while a long orange arm lifts various supplies to the roof. 
Seagulls fly below him as he waits.

Maybe there are certain location points or certain moments in history we’re 
connected to—that a person could be connected to—for some reason we 
don’t understand.

We used to call it the hired killer: seeing people from a distance. I’m  
watching a kid right now, walking down the river path in the snow, texting. 

Like I said, just keep heading down.

I

Ada Limón

ABOUT THIS READING:
This confident speaker is close to the microphone, so the sounds of their breath, 
tongue, and mouth contribute to the rhythms of this poem. For instance, the small 
sound of the speaker’s throat closing punctuates words like “offering.”

Swear On It
Loosen the thin threads 
spooling in the rafters
invisible nests in nights 
green offerings. Divide, 
and then divide again. 
American Linden, looming 
over the streetlights, so 
much taller is the tree, 
so much taller is the tree.
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Jamie Mortara

ABOUT THIS READING:
The speaker starts out with a deadpan, comic hesitancy . But when the moon comes 
into the poem, the voice transforms; it’s filled with steady breath and wonderment.

There’s This Man Who Says He’s the President  
of the Moon
or the legal owner of the moon?
it’s not clear, but he sent a letter to the United Nations
and no one told him No
 
he’s divided the Moon up into plots  and he sells the deeds to them through 
his website
and he’s never 
even  been  to the Moon 
 
and  only a man
would do this 
 
only a man  would lay claim to something that
brilliantly  unphotographable 
 
only a man would forget how
on a full Wolf Moon  the only thing between  him 
and the monster
he’ll become  is the thin veil
of a cloud
floating past 
 
and queers like us
we will climb mountains 
just for a glimpse of something safe 
 
but how long do you think before even the lunar surface is not refuge? 
 
but you  you must really love me 
 
because  when i tell you  about this man  who is criminal enough
to sell the Moon  your first response is 
where  does  he  live?  with every fiber of you  ready to take me there  to tear 
him from his beautiful Texas mansion the two of us 
screaming 
how fucking dare you 
together 
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Jae Nichelle

ABOUT THIS READING:
This poet’s voice sounds smooth and bright. It shines like a three-way mirror,  
reflecting back different inflections, tones and meanings in everyday phrases.

When the Last Time You Went to Church?
asked at any given family function. yesterday. a head nod on the street corner. 
when I got 4 chicken strips instead of 3 & I yelled PRAISE BE, lifted my hands to sing 
Ari Lennox in the car. that’s not what I say. I say define church—not the group chat 
where my friends shout grievances & lay virtual hands? not this chicken strip dipped 
in red beans? (if you know, you know.) the last time I went to church I went twice, 
the meal afterward like a second ceremony. what else is the way I fix my mom a plate 
who fix her mom a plate who fix her husband one? a food chain, us fishing in a pot 
that never empties. everyone leaving full & with leftovers & feeling seenheard. 
the question when the last time you went to church not so much accusation as concern. 
almost like, who’s taking care of you? you hungry? want me to fix you something? 

I

Mary Oliver

ABOUT THIS READING:
The poet’s lips sound dry, but they speak powerfully, using an incantatory tone, as if 
they might enchant the whole room. Then the tone shifts; the voice grows reflective, 
inward, rhythmic, humble. 

The House of Denial (from “Hum, Hum”)
Oh the house of denial has thick walls 
and very small windows 
and whoever lives there, little by little, 
will turn to stone.
 
In those years I did everything I could do 
and I did it in the dark—
I mean, without understanding.
 
I ran away. 
I ran away again. 
Then, again, I ran away.
 
They were awfully little, those bees, 
and maybe frightened, 
yet unstoppably they flew on, somewhere, 
to live their life.
 
Hum, hum, hum
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Bud Smith

ABOUT THIS READING:
This poet’s voice is sprawling and drowsy; it sounds almost like they’re reading a 
bedtime story, until a slight echo in the recording makes it feel suddenly as if the 
speaker is alone in a large room. 

Okay to Drive
Over here crashing my car into my life, which is an ocean. Sideways with 
a mouthful of happy hour. Asking advice of the boulders dropped from the 
feet of hawks. Circling the permanent nothing. Me and you ducking out the 
way, last second, surviving. Ha, how wild our disputed birthdays. Long ago 
someone caught a handful of fire and held it there. Everyone came over the 
hills, had the fire passed to them, palm to palm. No one was burned, no one 
was afraid. They didn’t have fear back then. This was long ago, before time 
began—and the fire went from the living to the living, a ball of doom and 
divinity glowing in the cup of their hands. But the dead heard the  
living laughing and woke up and the living passed the fire to the dead and 
their hands shook with light. And the dead laughed too. Who was the first 
person to be afraid? Afraid? A fucking spell burst and the rain sent suddenly 
down, the rest of forever entering that door bigshouldered. Taking that thing 
away. Taking that thing away. I love you though you hurt me. You are the fire 
in my hand.

This collection of poems was curated for WNDR 
by Adam Robinson.

Reading descriptions by Emily Anderson.


